
 
 
Date: 08/06/2022 
 
To, 
The Secretary 
BOMBAY STOCK EXCHANGE LIMITED 
P J Towers  
Dalal Street, Fort, 
Mumbai 400 001 

NATIONAL STOCK EXCHANGE OF 
INDIA LIMITED 
Listing Department 
Exchange Plaza, 5th Floor, 
Bandra-kurla Complex, 
Bandra (East),  
Mumbai – 400 051. 

Company Code No. : 530699 Company Code : RAJRAYON 
Dear Sir, 
 

Sub.: Announcement under Regulation 30 of SEBI (Listing Obligations And Disclosure 
Requirement) Regulations, 2015- Newspaper Publication- Audited Financial Results 
 
In continuation to our letter dated 2nd May, 2022, newspaper publication of lokmitra was 
wrongly attached. Therefore attaching  corrected copy of newspaper advertisement of Audited 
Financial Results of the Company for the quarter and year ended 31st March, 2021 published 
Lokmitra on 2nd June, 2022.The same is also available on company’s website. 
 
We request you to please take the same on record. 
Thanking you, 
Yours faithfully, 
 
For RAJ RAYON INDUSTRIES LIMITED 

 
 
RAJKUMAR SATYANARAYAN AGARWAL 
MANAGING DIRECTOR 
DIN: 00395370  
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The world according
to Geetanjali Shree

I begin with a
confession and an apology to
the non-Hindi readers of Ret
Samadhi by Geetanjali Shree,
translated by Daisy Rockwell
into English as Tomb of Sand.
I have resisted reading the
translated version, the winner
of the International Booker
Prize, because even though it
must be very good, it may not
repl icate for me the
resonance of the original.
Writers in languages other
than English face tough
choices today. But the sheer
brilliance of Geetanjali’s art
leaps over a digital world that
is forever pushing us to settle
for a uniform, universally-
understood voice: Loud, full
of hyperbole and easy
comparables. Her protagonist
defies all efforts to generalise
— language, gender, mother-
daughter relationships and
the partition of nations.
Throughout, she speaks in
one voice to her rambling,
widowed mother Chandra
Prabha, in another to her
bureaucrat brother, yet
another to his wife and, of
course, the working classes
who visit the home.

Then, suddenly, the
novel playfully decides to defy
linear time. It leaps back
some eight decades to when
the Subcontinent was
partitioned. At this point, she
casually informs readers that
her mother was married to a
man from another community,
before she married the one
who was their father and
whose death plunged her
deep into depression. In
comes Rosie, a transwoman,
who coaxes Ma out of her bed
and reintroduces her to her
daughter’s world. As she
moves out of her son’s house
to her daughter’s, Ma crosses
a boundary and begins to
speak. Together, through
rambling conversation, the
mother and daughter travel
back and forth in time,
occasionally even stepping
onto the Silk Route, where
tribes from all over Asia met
and traded goods, and tales,
and smoked their hookah in
companionable silence.

What this brilliant piece
of time travel is reminding us
of is that if a writer wishes to
find his or her own voice, she/
he must refuse to stay put. A
creative mind must remain
nomadic, so that art remains
polyphonic, unpredictable and
porous, just like the human
race. Life, the little tales and
sub-tales in Ret Samadhi tell
us, is not a linear, predictable
progression of events. Time
implicates both the oppressor
and the oppressed,
brutalising men and the
nations they build through
violent acts. Life poses harsh
questions here about the
monuments that history will
create and erase mercilessly.
But racial memories don’t die
easily. Ret Samadhi leaps
over the current dominance
of a hard political Hindutva
when the Mother’s memories
transport her and her
daughter to a dusty no man’s
land. The ret samadhi or the
burial mound blends with
ancient lore about Indra (in
Aitareya Brahmana): “Behold,
I am The Truth. Study me
closely for your own good. I
have killed Tvashtra, the
creator of the Vajra. I fed the
band of Aroormaga monks to
Salavrik (dogs or wolves). I
have broken up countless
treaties made on earth, in the
sky and further up in the
heavens. But not a hair on my
head was disturbed. If after

receiving this wisdom from
me, you can fathom the whys
and wherefores of my acts,
even if you go and murder
your kin, you shall cease to
hesitate and not allow any
emotions to cross your face
ever again.”

We have yet to
understand fully the peculiar
past of a polyphone Hindi
heartland of north India
where multiple races came
and fought and mingled. In
the last seven decades,
English as the language of
rulers has slowly been losing
much of its authority in the
Delhi Durbar, which is today
presided over by those who
loudly proclaim they are all for
Hindi, Hindu, Hindustan. But
the Hindi they are opting for
has ignited fratricidal,
regional rages against India’s
proposed rashtra bhasha
(national language).

Geetanjali Shree’s has
always been a strong and
vibrant voice against
homogenisation. In her
earl ier works, too, her
language pulls readers in
various directions and eras
and their unsettled debts. In
Mai, she writes of three
generations of women
spanning well over a century.
In Hamara Shahr, she writes
about small towns convulsed
by communal fires that have
raged underneath and
erupted suddenly like lava
gushing out. Ret Samadhi
arrives like a resonant fugue,
summing up its various kinds
of histories, without denying
the centrality of doubt and
duality in life.

All writers in Indian
languages harbour many
languages within themselves
by the time they come of age.
There is the simple mother
tongue. Then comes college,
with classes taught uniformly
in English. Here, a writer is
faced with a choice — do a
straight swap with English,
the language of the well-
educated in India’s upwardly
mobile, or say that not all of
the well-educated must
speak in a received voice.
Geetanjali has chosen the
latter. In India, it is an act of
bravery to write in what is
your natural voice without
apologising for its rusticity,
varied tonal registers or
reducing it to an exotica or a
political weapon or to win
superficial, feminist brownie
points.

Ret Samadhi brings to
us honest, even if painful,
glimpses of life in non-English
speaking India. It is not one
flat land but a series of
cultural republics. The mother
and daughter in the novel
appear in this landscape.
Together they turn into birds
and flowers, move with Rosie
and are reunited with Anwar,
the lost lover, through music.
All around them heaves and
fades the Anglophile, upper-
crust India, a land that still
writes and administers
unequal laws into what they
consider a savage society.

The novel crosses
frontiers of caste, race,
gender, and languages as
easily as migratory birds do.
Their lives and conversations
cut across t ime: When
thumris and khayals were
created by rulers who were
losing power to marauding
Marathas and the East India
Company, but remained
secular and discerning
patrons of hybridised arts.
Nothing in their world is
erased. Nothing in it spells
permanence.

Slack announces mission to help
Indian companies embrace

Ahmedabad, Today, Slack
officially launched in India,
announcing its mission to
help Indian companies
navigate the transition to a
hybrid workplace by
establ ishing a digital
headquarters ('Digital HQ').
Having long championed a
digital-first approach to work,
Slack's leadership in the
workplace col laboration
space was further cemented
by the rapid shift to remote
work in early 2020 brought
about by the pandemic.
Today - as the impact of the
pandemic eases and Indian
companies increasingly shift
to a hybrid work model -
Slack is calling for leaders to
be as thoughtful in designing

their digital workplaces as they
did in designing their physical
offices before the pandemic hit.
Adopting Slack as a Digital HQ
allows Indian companies to
connect their teams, tools,
customers, and partners in a
digital place that's fast, flexible
and inclusive for a work-from-
anywhere world. A Digital HQ
allows work to flow, breaking
down communication and
collaboration silos, internally
and externally; automates tasks
that take away time from deep,
meaningful work; and enables
new, flexible ways of working,

Salasar Techno installs four
communication towers at Goa Airport

Ahmedabad, The engineering and construction
player Salasar Techno Engineering Limited has
announced its results for the period ended March
31, 2022. The company clocked a 20.5 per cent
jump in the total income from operations at Rs
718.87 crore in the year ended March 31, 2022.
The operational income the previous fiscal stood
at Rs 596.59 crore. In the financial year 2022, the
company reported a 7.2 per cent rise in the profit
after tax (PAT) to Rs 32.18 crore, which was Rs
30.02 crore in the previous year. Operation profit
dipped marginally to Rs 42.25 crore from Rs 43.86
crore during the period under review. On an annual
basis, it reported an EPS of 11.01 for FY 2021-22.
For the fourth quarter of financial year 2021-22,
Salasar Techno reported an income from operations
at Rs 212.28 crore. It was sequentially 22.27 per
cent higher than the operational revenue of Rs
173.61 crore in the December 2021 quarter. On a
sequential basis, the company's bottomline
improved by 9.33 per cent to Rs 7.86 crore in Q4
FY22 from Rs 6.96 crore in the Q3 FY22. The EPS
of the company moved northwards to 2.52 from
2.44 during the period. (1-7)

striking the right
balance between
s y n c h r o n o u s
and as-
ynchronous.  (1-7)

Unacademy produces 178
Rankers for UPSC CSE 2021

Ahmedabad, Unacademy,
India's largest learning
platform*, today announced
that 178 out of 685 rank
holders of UPSC CSE 2021 are
Unacademy Learners. Among
the top rankers from the
Unacademy platform are
Gamini Singla (AIR - 3),
Aishwarya Verma (AIR - 4),
Utkarsh Dwivedi (AIR - 5) and
Yaksh Chaudhary (AIR - 6).  3
Learners have secured ranks
between 1-5, 32 have secured
ranks from 6-100 and 143 have
secured AIRs from 101-685.

From the 178 Rankers, 45
Learners were Unacademy's
Plus/ Iconic subscribers guided
by India's Top Educators. The
other rankers were guided by
Unacademy's Last Mile
Programme for UPSC CSE
2021 Interview. Last Mile
Programme is an interview
guidance program for the last
stage of the UPSC CSE exam
that helps Learners who have
qualified the Mains exam to
crack the Personal Interview
stage. The questions are asked
by retired bureaucrats, former
UPSC membersand Top
Educators in a mock set-up. In
last year's Unacademy's
Interview Guidance Program
170+ Rankers qualified the
Interview stage by securing
AIR 2. Unacademy is the
leading online learning
platform for UPSC Civil
Services Exam preparation.
The platform effectively
prepares its Learners for the
coveted exam through various
learning modules such as
structured batch courses for GS
and Optional subjects,
interactive Live sessions, 1:1
mentorship and guidance,
dedicated doubt solving
sessions, test series, essay and
answer writing with evaluation
and much more. (19-10)

Making India a digital power
In 2014, a country tired of

six decades of the Congress’s
politics of a dynasty, motley
coalitions and corrupt
governments, voted Narendra
Modi to office as Prime
Minister of India. He promised
change and a new direction in
governance. The last eight
years have seen him steadily
progressing towards building
this New India.

Before 2014, the India
narrative was just about the
country being a big market
opportunity. This opportunity
came with accepted caveats
— governance dysfunction,
corruption, nepotism, policy
inconsistency, red tape and
crony capitalism. This state of
affairs was accepted as
normal as far back as the
1980s when the then PM Rajiv
Gandhi said that for every one
rupee that leaves Delhi, only
15 paise reaches the citizens.

In pre-Modi India, a few
politically connected families
and groups cornered all the
opportunities and capital. For
instance, a Credit Suisse
report, ‘House of Debt’,
divulged that 98 per cent of
the net worth of India’s entire
banking system was cornered
by 10 influential families.
Entrepreneurship and
successful startups were rare
exceptions. India was
colloquially referred to as an
elephant — big, slow-moving
and unwieldy. Our revenues
from tax collection remained
low and our tax-GDP ratio was
abysmal compared to other
major developing economies.

In 2014, citizens of India
voted for change and gave a
resounding mandate to Modi,
who had worked his way up
from a poor family to
becoming the CM of Gujarat.
In Gujarat, he had already
demonstrated the contrast in
his political and governance
model with a focus on medium
to long-term transformations
rather than short-term
populism with projects like the
Sabarmati Riverfront
development. He received
another, stronger mandate in
2019 as well as in many state
elections.

PM Modi spent the first 3-
4 years in office addressing
the deep damage to the
economy and institutions of
governance and rebuilding the
lost trust of citizens in the
government. He inherited a
shattered economy. He
steadily rebuilt the financial
sector, investor confidence
and trust in the government.

He has transformed the work
culture within the government,
making public service a
relentless crusade for change
and prosperity.

There are several reforms
and governance initiatives that
have successfully steered
India to its current strength.
But his commitment to
technology from very early on
is a testament to PM Modi’s
vision and instincts about
opportunities for India and
Indians. The Digital India
programme is one such
example. Digital India was
launched with three clear
objectives: To transform
citizens’ lives, governance and
democracy; expand the digital
economy, create jobs and
attract investments; and make
India the leader in the realm
of technology — a provider
rather than a consumer of
technology.

A report carding of Digital
India’s performance shows
impressive progress. Every
rupee released from Delhi
reaches the bank accounts of
beneficiaries without any delay
or corruption. Thus far, the
government has transferred
more than Rs 17 lakh crore

through DBT while saving Rs
2.2 lakh crore. Today, India
has the world’s fastest-
growing and most vibrant
startup ecosystem with close
to 70,000 registered startups
and around 100 unicorns, with
a unicorn coming up every
week. The growth trajectory
of these startups was
determined by their hard
work, passion, ability to
innovate and availability of
capital — not by political
connections or family
background. Thanks to the
most significant reform in
indirect taxation through the
GST and tax compliance, India
has registered its highest ever
collections. Revenue
increased from Rs 22 lakh
crore in FY 21 to Rs 27 lakh
crore in FY 22 — a whopping
22 per cent growth. This year
alone, the Centre is investing
over Rs 7.5 lakh crore in
infrastructure building.

The Covid-19 pandemic
was a litmus test for leaders
across the globe. The global
superpowers continue to
grapple with third and fourth
waves but India, under PM
Modi, emerged as a resilient
nation.
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